
Head Racquet Prices 
 

Prices include stringing.  To order, see Jamie or contact Jamie at 484-888-3028. 

**Demos available.  Stop by the front desk or see the pros to demo a racquet.                           
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Graphene Touch Speed Series Price Description 
**Gravity Pro 

 
$260 With its impressive combination of control, feel and stability, the 

Gravity Pro is an obvious choice for the player who wants a more 
classic player's racquet.  Headsize: 100in². String Pattern: 18x20. 
Standard Length. 

**Gravity S $225 The Gravity is the perfect racquet for players looking for a lighter frame 
with loads of spin. Gravity S fits a wide range of players and is known 
for both its power and control.  Headsize: 104in². String Pattern: 16x20. 
Standard Length. 

**Speed Pro 
 

$250 A great option for intermediate and advanced players looking for 
maneuverability and control. Headsize: 100in². String Pattern: 
18x20. Standard Length. 

**Speed MP 
 

$235 A great option for intermediate and advanced players. Headsize: 
100in². String Pattern: 16x19. Standard Length. . 

**Speed S 
 

$225 This speedy and spin-friendly racquet is perfect for intermediate 
players who want easy acceleration. Headsize: 100in². String 
Pattern: 16x19. Standard Length. . 

** Speed Lite 
 

$225  Perfect for dedicated beginners or intermediates who want 
speed, spin and precision. Headsize: 100in². String Pattern: 16x19. 
Standard Length. 

** Extreme Lite 
 

$200 Perfect for intermediate club players. It features the new 
Graphene 360 technology which provides greater stability and 
optimized energy transfer for more power. Headsize: 100 in². 
Length: Standard Length. String Pattern: 16x19.  

**Junior Speed 26 Inch $70 This 26" version of Novak Djokovic's racquet of choice offers tons of 
spin and control to the aggressive junior with a modern game. Ideal 
for kids 11+ years old. 

Graphene Touch Instinct Series   
**Instinct MP 

 
$225 Instinct MP is an obvious choice for any player who wants a user-

friendly player's racquet with good feel. Headsize: 100in². String 
Pattern: 16x19. Standard Length. 

**Instinct S 
 

$225 This is a great option for the intermediate player who wants a 
speedy weapon with controllable power and easy access to spin. 
Also suitable for dedicated beginners. Headsize: 100in². String 
Pattern: 16x19. Standard Length. 

Graphene Touch Radical Series   
**Radical MP  

 
$235 Head updates the popular Radical MP with more comfort! Featuring 

Graphene Touch, this racquet delivers a solid feel and easy 
targeting to intermediate and advanced players.  Headsize: 98in². 
String Pattern: 16x19. Standard Length.  

**Radical S  
 

$225 Offering controllable power and easy acceleration, this light and 
explosive racquet is ideal for strong beginners and intermediate 
level players. Headsize: 102in². String Pattern: 16x19. Standard 
Length. 

Radical Jr. $225 The Radical 26 is your perfect partner when you are between 9 
and 11 years and are all about the versatile game.  

IG Laser Series   

**Head Laser MP $180 Ideal for intermediate level and transitioning player.  Provides an 
optimal balance of control and power in a lightweight Headsize: 102in². 
String Pattern: 16x19. Standard Length. 

 


